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We consider the randomization of correlated, translationally invariant distributions of indistin-
guishable particles on lattices by random hopping, possibly involving several jump distances with
generally different rates (and where double occupancy is excluded). Probabilities for various subcon-
figurations of n empty sites satisfy infinite closed sets of linear equations (for each n) in which the
generator of the dynamics is self-adjoint. We provide a detailed spectral analysis of this generator
for the two-point probabilities (or corresponding correlations) on a one-dimensional lattice. For just
nearest-neighbor (1NN) and second-nearest-neighbor (2NN) jumps, the dynamics changes smoothly
as a function of the ratio of the 2NN- to 1NN-jump rates up to the critical value 4, where there is a
nonanalytic transition in the dynamical structure. Generalizations are indicated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Particle hopping on lattices has been modeled by Mar-
kovian master equations not only for diffusion in imper-
fect crystals' but also in several other contexts, including
order-disorder transformations, phase separation in
binary alloys, and diffusion in spin-conserving Ising
models. Typically double-site occupancy is excluded and
the hopping is not random but influenced by the energet-
ics. Detailed treatments have been given recently for ran-
dom hopping and also including the effects of both at-
tractive interactions inducing clustering and repulsive in-
teractions inducing ordering.
For the random hopping of indistinguishable particles
on a Bravais lattice, the single-site occupancies satisfy a
closed set of equations which can be readily solved to
determine the chemical (i.e., collective) diffusion coeffi-
cient. Other features such as self-diffusion are nontrivial
and, for lattices with different types of sites (and corre-
sponding different hopping rates), even collective dif-
fusion is nontrivial. ' It has been shown by Monte Carlo
methods that, even for these simple processes, mean-
field-type approximations are inadequate. ' Analytic ap-
proaches have also been developed, primarily directed at
determining the occupation (self-) two-point time correla-
tion function for indistinguishable (distinguishable) parti-
cles. These include diagrammatic Born-type expansions
and a continuous-time correlated random-walk model.
Another treatment' has made use of a hierarchial form
of the rate equations to analyze the low vacancy concen-
tration regime (which is of particular interest in analyzing
atomic diffusion in crystals with vacancy defects").
Another area where particle hopping is important is in
cooperative adsorption- or desorption-type processes on
lattices. During adsorption at specific substrate sites, in
general, desorption and hopping mechanisms are also
operative. ' ' A mathematically equivalent problem
occurs in lattice models of membrane conductance where
sites transform between inactive (anti-conductance) and
active (pro-conductance) states and active (or inactive)
units have (hopping) mobility. ' One can straightforward-
ly write down the hierarchial form of the master equa-
tions for any of these processes. ' ' ' ' We restrict our
attention now to such translationally invariant processes
on infinite lattices involving indistinguishable particles
(and where double occupancy is excluded). Then, since
hopping does not change the particle density on the lat-
tice, no hopping terms appear in the rate equation for the
probability that a single site is empty (or filled), but they
do appear in the rate equations for probabilities of larger
configurations (e.g. see Ref. 13). Here we are interested in
the equilibrating or randomizing effect of hopping on,
e.g. , the (equal-time) pair, triplet, etc., spatial correlations.
In this work, we concentrate on the kinetics associated
with random hopping by examining the associated ran-
domization of "prepared" correlated adatom distributions.
The hopping, although random, may incorporate various
jump distances with different corresponding rates [typi-
cally jumps to nearest-neighbor (1NN) sites will dom-
inate' ]. Furthermore, we assume that jumps to sites fur-
ther away than 1NN, can occur over already filled sites.
One method of preparation is to suppose that the lattice is
partially filled irreversibly and cooperatively such that the
adsorption rates dominate the hopping (so then hopping
has little effect on the adatom distribution during this fil-
ling). The resulting nonequilibrium distribution with its
peculiar correlations (see Ref. 16 for a general discussion)
is then randomized on a slower time scale. As an alterna-
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tive, one could start with a distribution perfectly ordered
at zero temperature by weak interactions (including an at-
tractive part), and consider randomization, due to hop-
ping, at a higher temperature (where the effect of interac-
tions can be neglected). Here we might start with, e.g., al-
ternating filled and empty sites (but, of course, would not
specify which half are filled, thus preserving translational
invariance).
The master equations for these translationally invariant
random hopping processes can be readily written in
hierarchial form. Furthermore, for any lattice dimension,
one can easily show that they have the following property:
For each n =1,2, . . . , probabilities for various subcon-
figurations of n empty (or filled) sites satisfy an infinite
closed set of linear equations. Constructing an infinite di-
mensional vector f " from these n-site probabilities allows
one to write the hierarchy equations in the form
fn Hnfn
dt
Examples following show that the infinite matrices H"
are symmetric and can be regarded as bounded self-
adjoint operators on the appropriate I -type sequence
space. Furthermore, their spectra consist of some interval
[—h", 0], where h" &0 and the zero eigenvalue (general-
ized) eigenvector has equal components (obviously, since
this is the unique stationary state).
In this work, we consider only one-dimensional (1D)
lattices and two-point probabilities (or the corresponding
correlations). In Sec. II for a process where only hopping
to 1NN sites is allowed, we analyze in detail the spectral
structure of H . For illustrative purposes, f (t) is deter-
mined explicitly for an adatom distribution prepared from
random (dissociative) dimer filling of 1NN sites. ' ' We
also consider the randomization of various totally ordered
distributions. In Sec. III we consider random hopping
with various jump distances and corresponding generally
different rates. We concentrate on the case with jumps to
1NN and second-nearest-neighbor (2NN) sites only, and,
in particular, show that the dynamical structure varies
analytically as a function of the ratio of rates for 2NN to
1NN jumps (and the spectrum of LI is invariant) up to
the critical value of —,. However, at this point there is a
nonanalytic transition in the structure of the dynamics
and the spectrum of H2 begins to stretch. Some conclud-
ing remarks are made in Sec. IV. Throughout, f 's will
denote probabilities for subconfigurations of sites speci-
fied empty (0) or filled (a), as subscripts.
II. RANDOM HOPPING WITH JUMPS BETWEEN
1NN SITES ON A 1D LATTICE:
TWO-POINT SPATIAL CORRELATIONS
For a translationally invariant random hopping process
(with rate a) on an infinite, uniform lattice, the probabili-
ty fp that a site is empty satisfies the rate equation
dfoldt=0, consistent with the physically obvious re-
quirement that fp be constant. However, the rate equa-
tions for the probabilities fQ(„)p, n & 0, of a pair of empty
sites separated by n unspecified sites (so fQ(o)p —=fpp), are
nontrivial and given by
d
dt f()()=2a(f() () —f ()()) =2a(f()(i)() —foo)
fo(n)Q 2a(f5a(n)o+fao(n —1)Q
fao(n)o foa(n —i)o)
=2a(fo(n+i)o —2fo(n)o+ fo(n —))o)~ n & 1 (2 1)
f 2=aH f
where H =H2=
—2 2 0 0 0
2 —4 2 0 0
0 2 —4 2 0
0 0 2 —42.
0 0 0 2
(2.2)
(we shall drop the superscript on Hi henceforth). Note
that the vector c =(coo,co(()o,co(2)o, . . . ) also satisfies
(2.2). It is also clear that the infinite sum over com-
ponents of any solution to (2.2) is constant in time. A
complete description of the time evolution of f or c
follows from an analysis of the spectral theory of the gen-
erating matrix H (which is bounded and self-adjoint on
the Hilbert space, l, of square-summable sequences).
Construction of the orthogonal 8-"generalized eigen-
vectors" e( A, )= (ep, e i, . . . ) for eigenvalues A, (to be
specified later) follows from recursive solution of the
eigenvalue equations
—(2+A, )eo+ 2e i —0,
2e„ i —(4+A, )en+2en+) —0, n & 1
(2.3a)
(2.3b)
where ep is arbitrary. We first discuss methods for ob-
taining a closed form for these solutions and then describe
the constraints on A, required to avoid exponential growth
(with respect to n) and thus for )(, to be in the spectrum of
H2.
One standard procedure is to look for solutions to
(2.3b) of exponential form e", which immediately pro-
duces the secular quadratic equation
2e —(4+A, )e+2=0 . (2.4)
Taking a suitable linear combination of the two (general-
ly) independent solutions allows us to satisfy (2.3a), for ar-
bitrary eo, thus solving the equations. For an alternative
Here the arrows are not part of the equations but are in-
cluded to indicate the direction of hopping required to
create (positive terms) or destroy (negative terms) the sub-
configuration 0(n)0. The factor of 2 accounts for reflec-
tion symmetry. Constancy of fo guarantees that the two-
point correlations cp( )p =fp(n)p —(fo) also satisfy (2.1),
and it will sometimes prove convenient to deal with these
functions instead. Note also that the hierarchy is invari-
ant under the interchange of "empty" and "filled" sites.
If we define f =(fpp, fp(i)p, fp(2)p. . . ), where T
denotes the transpose, then
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formulation leading directly to an explicit solution, we
first note that the recursion relation (2.3b) can be written
in the form
with respect to the variable P, is given by
(y) (2 )—1/2(ei(n+1)$+e i—nP) n )0
en+]
where
e„
e„
0 1
—1 2+A/2
eo
=T", for n)1
e) Q.5)
for 0&/ &m (0) A, & —8) . (2.8)
We need not concern ourselves with the case P=m since
this is a set of measure zero. One can readily check that
the closure relations are satisfied by (2.8). Since the prob-
abilities of interest are real valued, it is convenient here to
note that a real choice of orthonormal eigenvectors is
given by
One can also readily show that (,') =ep(2+)„y2) =e()T(1),
i.e., (," ) can be generated by repeated action of T on theen+1
A,-independent vector (1). (In the Appendix, we discuss
the related natural extension offp(„)p or cp( )p, to negative
n )The. explicit form of the solution thus results from di-
agonalization of T which has eigenvalues e+ satisfying
the secular equation (2.4) (which implies e+e =1) and
corresponding eigenvectors (, ). From the decomposition
r
1 1 1
1+E+ ~+ 1+6'+
(except for the special case e+ —e = —1 discussed
below), one sees immediately that
n+1 n+1
+
1+E'+ 1+E
n n
=eo +1+e 1+a+
(2.6)
Now for A, to be in the spectrum of H on I, we require
that e(A, ) should not grow exponentially. Thus, since
e+e =1, we require that e+ —1/e =e'&, for P real.
Consequently, from (2.4),
A, =4(cosg —1)= —8 sin (P/2), P real (2.7)
and therefore on the sequence space l, o (H )
=Ccr(H)=[ —8,0]. The "eigenvalues" A, =O, —8 corre-
sponding to e+ —e =+.1, —1 (or, equivalently, /=0, m),
respectively, must be included since the (continuous) spec-
trum is closed. For A, =O one can trivially check that the
corresponding generalized eigenvector is given by e„=eo,
n)0, which obviously corresponds to the equal com-
ponent stationary solution of (2.2). For A, = —8, direct
calculation shows that e„=(—1)"(2n+ 1)ep.
To obtain a resolution of the identity corresponding to
H, we require a complete orthonormal set of generalized
eigenvectors. One such choice, 5-function normalized
e„(P)=(2m. ) '~ Icos[(n +1)P]+cos(ng) I /cos((t /2)
for 0&(() &m . (2.9)
These may be obtained from (2.8) through multiplication
by the unit modulus complex number —,' (1+e '~)/
cos((()/2). [Thus generalized Fourier coefficients associat-
ed with the set of eigenvectors (2.8), after multiplication
by (1+e'~), become real. ]
Before proceeding with the analysis of solutions to the
rate equations, we make one other general remark on the
structure of H, extensions of which will prove useful in
later work. We note that, in terms of the unilateral shift
matrix U defined by ( U)n ~ =5n ~+1, ' we can write
H = —2( U —1)UT—2( Ur —I ) U (2.10)
which transparently exhibits the symmetry of H.
We now consider the time evolution of the two-point
correlations. One must first calculate the corresponding
generalized Fourier components c((t)=[e(P)] c (t =0),
where [e(P)]t is the Hermitian transpose of the H eigen-
vector corresponding to P. Clearly c (P) is continuous and
c(m)=0 if c (t =0)Cl' [i.e., g„p.~ cp(n)p(0)
~
& oo].
The correlations at time t can then be simply obtained
from
cp(„)()(t)= f dPc((t))[e(P)]„
)&exp[ —8 sin (P/2)at] . (2.11)
The real valuedness of the right-hand side (rhs) of (2.11) is
transparent for the choice (2.9) of e(P) which, of course,
guarantees real valued c ((()). If cp(n)p(0) is square-
summable then, of course, so is cp(n)p(t) [and
c (P) Hl. (0,m)]. To obtain the large- t asymptotic
behavior of cp(n)p(t), we make a change of variable
=8 sin (P/2)at yielding
(sa~)'"—
cp(„)p(t) =2 ' (at) ' f d(() 1—0 Sat
—1/2
c (0)+ [c"(0)—2n —2n ——,' ]+ e4nt
=2 ~ m' c(0)(at) ' +0((at) ) . (2.12)
Note that the dominant t '~ behavior is n independent. The corresponding fp(n)p are formally given by a relation
analogous to (2.11). Since fp(„)p~(fp) as n~ao, the corresponding "Fourier" coefficient equals c((t) +(fp) 5+(P),
compatible with Q. l 1). [Here 5 ((())=lira, p5(P —e), where 5( ) is the Dirac 5 function. ] We consider below several ex-
plicit choices of initial correlations.
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A. Initial correlations from random (dissociative)
diBler filling of 1NN s1tes to coverage 6
Here 1&fo=l —e&e (the saturation value), ' ' and
22, 16the two-point correlations are given by
co(.)o = —fo[fo —e.(»fo)
—
—,
' (info)" +'/(n +1))], (2.13)
where e„(y)=gk oy /k! is the nth-order polynomial
truncation of the exponential series. Thus co(„)o—+0 (rap-
idly) as n —+ac. For the choice (2.9) of e(P), the corre-
sponding c(P) are plotted in Fig. 1 for several fo and the
time dependence of a few correlations is shown in Fig. 2
for fo ——e
.05
, 02
, 00
X(1—p, ) 1+e(p) = (2n ) '~z 1 —2)(t cosg+II, (2.14)
Here we just note that maxo&«
~
c (P)
~
occurs at
»p»~& —3= —0.17 and at
$=2arccos[(1+(M)/2
~)M
~
'~ ] for 2~2 —3&p& —1[~m.(A, = —8) as p~ —1].
It is natural to ask whether (2.11) can be applied to give
the time evolution for initial distributions with correla-
tions which are not square summable. To investigate this
question, we naturally restrict our attention to the class of
correlations with a Cesaro (Cl) sum of zero, i.e.,
B. Exponentially decreasing initial correlations
co[„]0—Ep" @&here —1 &p & 1
These do not arise from any irreversible filling process-
es but rather correspond to an equilibrium, Ising-model,
lattice-gas distribution. However, this case is simple, in-
tuitively interesting, and helps elucidate later results. Us-
ing (2.8},one obtains
—
, 02
0
FIG. 2. Decay of correlations co[„]0(t) by random hopping
for an initial distribution obtained from random (dissociative)
dimer filling to saturation 8= 1 —e 2. The equality
coo(0)=c@&N(0) =co[3]o(0)=—& holds since clearlyfOo(0) =fo(()0(0)=fo(I)o(0 i =0 (Rcf. 16). Note that f00(t )
= coo(t) —coo(0).
lim (1/N) g co(~)o =0 .X—+oo n=0
An important case is where the initial conditions corre-
spond to a completely ordered (zero-temperature} struc-
ture. Here co~„]0 are periodic so the sum determining
c((I)) is not convergent and a formal analysis is required.
A class of such problems is considered below.
C. Initially alternating filled and empty sites
.
00-
C(e)
1
2
c()(„)o—( —1)"+'1/4, n &0 at t =0,
(2.15)
, 02
, 00
so the sum determining c(P) is strictly not convergent.
However, its Mth partial sum cM(P) is given by [using
(2.8)]
FIG. 1. c (P) for adatom distributions obtained from random
(dIssoclatlvcl dllIlcl fllllllg to covcl'agc 6= 1 fo. Varlous-
values of X=info are shown (including saturation X = —2).
—1 —cos(MQ)
2(2m ) '~ (1+e'&)
so we naturally choose
c(P)=
(2.16)
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Consequently,
i(n+1}p+ —in/
co(.)o(r) = 4~ 1+e'&
D. Initially every Nth site filled
and others empty
This is a natural extension of the above case (N =2).
Here, for N)2,
&&exp[ —8 sin ((()/2)at] . (2.18)
Even though c(p) is singular at p=m (i.e., k= —8, the
"fast-decay" end of the spectrum), the integral in (2.18) is
nonsingular. We note that
and
(N —1)/N, n = —1(modN)
—1/N, n &—1(modN) (2.19)
( ((~~()y (~y)/(I (y) cos[(n +1)f]+cos(n I)()
2cos (P/2)
is real and equals e„ from (2.3) with the choice ep —l.
Recognizing this quotient as the sum of a geometric pro-
gression, we can check that (2.15) is recovered from (2.18)
at r =0 by direct evaluation of the integral. It is a trivial
matter to check that (2.18) satisfy the appropriate rate
equations [of the form (2.1)].
Finally, with regard to this example, we note that (2.18)
can be obtained from (2.13) with K= ——, by considering
the limit, p~ —1 (from above), of the exponential choice
cp(„)p ———,p" for the initial correlations.
In this case a formal evaluation of the series for c (P) pro-
duces an expression with simple poles at /=2k'. /N;
k =0, 1, . . . , [—,N] where [x] denotes the largest integer
less than x. In the integral (2.11) for cp(„)p, the pole at
/=0 is compensated by a simple zero in [e(P)]„,but the
others produce nonintegrable singularities for which we
must specify a regularization. Motivation for the ap-
propriate choice results from consideration of the auxili-
ary problem with initial correlations obtained by weight-
ing cp(„)p in (2.19) by p" and then letting (((,~1 (from
below). This yields
i(n + 1}P e —in/
cp(„)p(t) =(2N m) ' f dg[(N —1)e ' ~ —e ' ' ~ — —e '~]
—iNQ
exp[ —8sin ( —,'(())at]
+(2N2~) —I dg[(N 1)ei(v —1)$ ei(N —2)Q . . . 1]C+
+&)/+e-x'
ei' exp[ —8sin ( —,'P)at] . (2.20)
Here C (+) is the contour which runs along the real (P) axis from 0 to m except at each of the simple poles 2m/N,
2(2w/N), . . . , [ —,N](2n/N), where it forms an infinitesimal semicircle in the lower (upper) half plane. Explicit
evaluation of the residues and combining terms in the remaining Cauchy principal value (CPV) integral (denoted f)
yields
n(1 i(N —1)$')( i(n+1)f+ —in/)
cp( )p(r) = —(2N7T) dp
0
exp[ —8 sin ( 2 P)at]
f 2N]
cos
1
' 2k(n+ 1)n 2kn~+cos exp[ —8 sin (km/N)at] .2
1V
(2.21)
The solution has the particularly interesting feature that a
discrete set of decay times (8a) '[sin(km. /N)]
k = 1,2, . . . , [—,' N], contribute with 5-function weights.
One can, of course, now check directly that c0(„}0satis-
fy the appropriate rate equations [of the form (2.1)] to-
gether with the initial conditions (2.19). We note that the
initial conditions are reconstructed nontrivially with con-
tributions from both the residue and CPV terms. For ex-
ample, when N =3, there is only one simple pole (k =1)
at P =2m. /3 corresponding to an eigenvalue
A, = —8(sin 3 n. ) = —6. Contributions to cp(~)p(0) from
the residue (CPV) term for m =0, 1,2, . . . are given by
1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3( ——0 ———0 — . )18 & 9 ~ 18 & 18 & 9 & 18 &' ' ' 18 7 ~ 18 7 18 ~ ~ 18 I' ' '
respectively, recovering (2.19).
Other periodic initial conditions can be similarly treat-
ed. Results for the case where only every ¹hsite on the
lattice is empty can be immediately obtained from the
above interchanging the roles of "empty" and "filled. ** It
is straightforward to show the generalized Fourier coeffi-
cient for any choice of initial conditions of periodicity
N can have simple poles at P =k 2m/N,
k=0, 1,2, . . . , [—,'N].
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Finally we remark on an obvious connection between
these translationally invariant periodic choices of initial
conditions and corresponding nontranslationally invariant
periodic choices. Above we have, for example, considered
the case where only every ¹hsite is filled, but do not
specify which sites, thus preserving translational invari-
ance. Instead we could consider the choice of initial con-
ditions where, after labeling sites by integers increasing
from left to right, we specify that sites
N, O—,N, 2N, 3N, . . . , for example, are filled and the
rest are empty. Here probabilities for various subconfigu-
rations are position dependent but invariant under transla-
tion of the subconfiguration by multiples of X lattice vec-
tors. By averaging these quantities over X inequivalent
positions, we clearly recover corresponding quantities in
the above-mentioned translationally invariant problem.
For the translationally nonvariant problem, the single-sitej occupancies fJ (which average to a time-independent
constant) can be obtained simply through the equations
fj a(—fJ+, 2f—j f~ (—), —j integer . (2.22)
The corresponding self-adjoint generator matrix has a
complete set of eigenfunctions [e(P)]z (2n) —' ~ e'J~,
0&/&2m, with eigenvalues A, =2[cos(P) —1] (after re-
moving a factor of a). Here also the generalized Fourier
components of periodic initial conditions have 5-function
behavior. In fact, for initially alternating empty and filled
sites, the Fourier component is a combination of 5 func-
tions at /=0 and m so decay occurs with the single decay
rate A, = —4 (unlike in the two-point correlation analysis
above). Probabilities for all larger subconfigurations can-
not be determined as simply.
III. RANDOM HOPPING WITH VARIOUS JUMP
DISTANCES ON A 1D LATTICE: TWO-POINT
SPATIAL CORRELATIONS
A. Random hopping to 1NN and 2NN sites
with rates a and (6(, respectively
Obviously again dfo/dt=O, i.e., fo is a constant, but
here the rate equations for the two-point probabilities be-
come
Examination of adatom surface diffusion data indicates
that, for some systems, the appropriate model of the sur-
face dynamics should include not only jumps to 1NN sites
but also jumps to 2NN and possibly further sites. ' Thus,
as a natural extension of the analysis of Sec. II we first ex-
amine in detail the case where jumps to 1NN and 2NN
but no further sites are allowed, and then consider the
more general case. Here we assume that jumps to sites
further away than 1NN can occur over already filled sites
[if this is not the case, the simple structure (1.1) is lost,
and exact solution for two-point correlations is no longer
possible].
dt foo =2a(fo(()o —foo)+2Ãfo(z)o
—foo) ~
d
fo(()o =2a(fo(z)o —2fo(()o+foo)+2P(fo(3)o —fo() )o )
Gf
dt fo(n)0 2a(f0(n+1)0 2f0(n)0+f0(n —1)0 )
+2P(fo(m+2)0 2fo(n)o fo(n —2)0)
n &2 (3.1)
The two-point correlations co(„)o also satisfy these equa-
tions by virtue of constancy offo.
Again defining f =(foo,fo(, )o,fo(z)o, . . . ), in matrix
form these equations become
—f =aHf
ott
where here
H =H'—=H(1)+yH(2),
(3.2)
2 0
H(2) =
0 0
0 —4 0.
2 0. —4.
(3.3)
is the contribution from range-two hopping. Clearly the
sum over components of solutions to (3.2) is constant in
time. We remark that, since H(1) has a purely continu-
ous spectrum, clearly Rayleigh-Schrodinger (Kato-
Rellich) perturbation theory is inappropriate for y «1.
Furthermore, standard techniques for demonstration of
the stability of the continuous spectrum are inappropriate
since the perturbing matrix, H(2), is not, e.g. (even close
to being), trace class.
Nonperturbative construction of the orthogonal H
"generalized eigenvectors" e(A, )=(eo,e), . . . ) for eigen-
values I, (to be specified later) follow from solution of the
eigenvalue equations
—(2+2@+~)eo +2e(+ 2yez ——0,
2eo —(4+2y+A, )e) +2ez+2ye3 —0,
(3.4a)
(3.4b)
2ye„z+ 2e„(—(4+4y+ A. )e„+2e„+) +2 ye„+z —0,
n &2 . (3.4c)
In the standard recursive solution of (3.4), both e() and e(
are arbitrary. First we indicate how to obtain a closed
form for these solutions. Next we show that the require-
ment that the constructed vectors not have exponential
growth with respect to n (if A, is to be in the spectrum of
H) not only constrains A, to a segment of the negative real
axis, but sometimes also determines e) in terms of eo (and
A,). We will show below that this is always the case for
r& &.
y=P/a, H(1) is the contribution from 1NN hopping
(i.e., the P~O limit of H) given in (2.2), and
—2 0 2 0 0
0 —2 0 2 0
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2ye'+ 2e' —(4+4y+ A, )e'+ 2e+ 2y =0 . (3.5)
Taking a suitable linear combination of the four (general-
ly) independent solutions allows us to satisfy (3 4a) and
(3.4b) for arbitrary ep and e&, thus solving the equations.
An alternative formulation comes from writing (3.4) as
e„
en+1
e„+
en+3
en —1
=T
en+1
en+2
eo
e&
Tn
e2
e3
for n & 1, (3.6a)
Systematic construction of solutions to (3.4) for arbi-
trary ep and e~ can be achieved by first searching for ex-
ponential solutions e" to (3.4c). This immediately pro-
duces the secular quartic equation
4y cos(2$)+4cosg (4—+4y+I, )
=Sy(cosg) +4cosg —Sy —4—A, =O. (3.8)
cle (so here I, is in the continuous spectrum of H with two
linearly independent generalized eigenvectors). If only
one pair of T eigenvalues is on the unit circle, then exact-
ly one eigenvalue must be inside. The vector
(ep el e2 e3) or (ep+y (ep —ei) et ep e, ) can, in
general, be expressed as a linear combination of the corre-
sponding three eigenvectors only for a single value of e~
(for each ep) (so A, is in the continuous spectrum of H
with a single generalized eigenvector). If none of the T
eigenvalues are on the unit circle (i.e., two are inside and
two are outside) then, clearly, no well-behaved solutions to
(3.4) can be constructed and A, is not in the spectrum of H.
In view of the above remarks, it is natural to look for
solutions to (3.5) in the form e=e ~, which implies
where The solutions P+ of (3.8) satisfy
0
1
0
1
0
00 1
—1 —y-' 2y-'+2+y-'A/2 —y-'
cosP+ =
—1+[(1+4y) +2yA. ]'i
4y
—1+[(1—4y)'+ 2y5]'"
4y
(3.9)
One can also readily show that
eo
e3
ep+(ep —e i )/y
e)
eo
e&
1
ep+ [Aep —2(e) —ep)]
2y
1
e~+ [Ae, —2(e2 —2e&+ep)]
2y
(3.6b) where A, = —8+5. We are interested in solutions of (3.9)
for real P and thus A, . This analysis, given below, is natur-
ally separated into the cases y ~ 4. It will become clear
that again A, =O always corresponds to a single equal-
component T eigenvector generating a single equal-
component (stationary-state) H eigenvector.
y& —,: For real A, , clearly cosP & —/4y& —1 which
does not correspond to a real solution P . On the other
hand, cosP+ is real and increases monotonically with A,
for A, )—(1+4y) /2y= —8 —(1—4y) /2y, and has the
value —1 when A, = —8 (5=0) and + 1 when A, =O(5=8). Furthermore, Taylor-series expansion of (3.9) in y
yields
eo
(3.7)
cosP+ —1+ —,' A, ——,A(8+A)y[1+0(y)], (3.10)
and so the four-dimensional vector including e„ in (3.6a)
can be generated by repeated action of T on the A, -
independent vector appearing in (3.7). The explicit form
of the solution comes from diagonalization of T which
has eigenvalues e satisfying (3.S) and corresponding to
eigenvectors (l, e,e,e ) . Then it only remains to express
(ep, e~,ez, e3) or (ep +y '(ep —e~), e~, ep, e~) as a linear
combination of these.
Now we consider, in detail, the requirements for avoid-
ing exponentially growing solutions to (3.4). First we ob-
serve that if (3.5) is multiplied by e, it becomes clear
that when e is a solution (T eigenvalue) so is e . Conse-
quently the only way that the constructed vector (3.6) can
be well-behaved (bounded with respect to n), for arbitrary
eo and e&, is if all four T eigenvalues are on the unit cir-
e(y) = —y+ —,' (4+ A, )y' ——,' ( 10+SA, +A, ')y3
+0(y') . (3.11)
To construct explicitly the generalized eigenvectors of H
here, it remains to determine e
~
—e
~
/ep and a+ such that
showing clearly that this solution can be obtained by con-
tinuous perturbation from the y =P=O case described in
the preceding section [cf (2.7)]. F.rom the general discus-
sion above, we now know that the continuous spectrum of
H consists of the interval A, C[ —8,0] and thus is stable
for 0 & y & ~ . Furthermore, for each such I,, there exists
a single generalized eigenvector (which has been given ex-
plicitly for y =P=0 in the preceding section).
For this case, we know that there exists a T eigenvalue
e(y) satisfying (3.5) with
~
e(y)
~
& 1. Furthermore a sim-
ple calculation shows that
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eo
+i)+
ee)
e2 eoo;+
". +eou
+2ig+
e
—ip
e +
—2ig
e +
e3 +3ig+
e
—3ig +
1
e(y)
+ep( 1 a+ a ) [ ( )]p
[e(y)]'
(3.12)
i.e., such that the (rhs) can be expressed as a linear com-
bination of T eigenvectors with eigenvalues of modulus
&1. The identity (3.12) provides three equations for the
three unknowns e~,a+. Furthermore, from (3.7), one ean
readily see that when y =0, these reduce to
a+ —(1+e~'~) ', e, =g+a+e~'~, where p satisfies (2.7).
The expression for the nth component of the H eigenvee-
tor is simply
e„=epIa+e ++a e +(1—a+ —a )[e(y)]"I .
(3.13)
y= —,: Here cosP+ ——1+(5/2)'/, and again the P+
solution corresponds to a T eigenvalue on the unit circle
for 0&5&8 ( —8&A, &0) but now so does cosP
=cosP+ —— 1 when 5=0 (A, =—8). However, this only
reproduces the P+ eigenveetor (1,—l, l, —1) . In any
case, since this is a set measure zero, it can be neglected
and the construction for y & —,
'
applied elsewhere.
y & ~: Here cosP+ is real and monotonically increasing
with A, for A, & —(1+4y) /2y= —8 —(1—4y) /2y with
value —1/4y ( & —1) at the lower limit and value + 1 at
A, =O. Also cosP is real and monotonically decreasing
with A, for 1, & —8—(1—4y) /2y with value —1/4y
(& —1) at the lower limit and value —1 at A, = —8. Thus,
here, the continuous spectrum of H consists of the inter-
val A, C [—8 —(1 4y) /2—y, 0]. For A, ;„=—8
—(1—4y) /2y & A, & —8, each A, is associated with two
linearly independent generalized eigenvectors since
(ep, e&, e2, e3) can be expressed as a linear combination of
the four T eigenvectors with eigenvalues on the unit circle
for arbitrary ep and e &. For —8 & A, & 0, there is only one
generalized eigenvector which is constructed analogous to
the y & 4 case described above.
In summary, the above analysis shows that there is a
nonanalytic transition in the structure of the dynamics at
the critical value y'= —,' of the rate parameter y. It is also
interesting to consider the regime y» 1 where double
jumps dominate and for which a schematic of the spec-
trum of H is shown in Fig. 3. To explain this structure it
is natural to consider the case a=O and P&0 (y= co)
where, from (3.10) or (3.2) and (3.3), it is clear that the
dynamics of fp~„~p for n even and n odd are independent.
Furthermore if one breaks down the f -vector space as a
direct sum of even and odd component subspaces, one can
write correspondingly (with suitable interpretation)
H(2)=H(1)eH(1). Thus, from Sec. II, clearly H(2) has
a (continuous) spectrum A, H [—8,0] and for each A, there
are two linearly independent eigenvectors [which could be
chosen as e(A, )e 0, Oe e(A, ), where e(A, ) is the appropriate
H(1) eigenvector and 0 is the zero vector]. This explains
why, in Fig. 3, as y becomes large, the H spectrum rough-
ly coincides with A, E [—8y, O] and "most" A, 's are associ-
ated with two eigenvectors. Next we indicate why the
range of each of the phase angles P+ is roughly m/2 as 1,
traverses the spectrum (rather than n; cf. Sec. II). We
simply note that to describe the a=O, P&0, even n sub-
dynamics, we must make the replacement n ~n/2 in the
analysis of Sec. II so e'"~—+e'"~/, where PE [O, m.]. Final-
ly we remark that in the equations for single-site occupan-
cies (cf. Ref. 7), the separation of subdynamics when
a=O, P&0 is even more obvious corresponding to parti-
cles hopping independently on even and odd labeled sites.
B. Random hopping with various jump distances
Finally, we briefly consider more general random hop-
ping where there are jumps to 1NN sites with rate a„ to
2NN sites with rate a 2, . . . , and to Xth nearest-neighbor
sites with rate a~ (but no longer jumps). The rate equa-
tions, when written in the form
1cos /+icos $
m 4&
+
$+ increasing
cos /+=1
/+=0
OAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAax ax x a alxxx t xaa Re&
min -ay(1 + -+ )1 14y 16y2
increasing
j4 0
cos$ =-1
FIG. 3. The spectrum of H for y=P/a »1.
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dt fo(m)o=2al(fo(m+1)0 2fo(m)0+f0(m —l)p)+ a2(fo(m+2)0 2fo(m)0+f0(m —2)o)
+. +2am(f 0(2m)0 2f()(m)()+ f(g)+2am+1(fp(2m+1)0 fp(m)Q)
+2am+2(fo(2m+2)0 2fp(m)0+f00)+2am+3(fp(2m+3)Q 2f 0(m)p+ fp(1)p)
+ +2aN(fp(m+N)0 2fo(m)0+f 0(N —m —2)0) ~ (3.14)
apply, with suitable interpretation, for all m. For example,
dt foo=2al(fo(1)o —foo)+2a2(fo(2)o —foo)+2a2(fo(3)0 —2foo+fo(1)o)+
' ' +2aN(fo(N)o —2foo+fo(N —2)o) (3.15a)
fo(N)0 2al(fo(N+1)0 2fo(N)0+f0(N —1)0)+2a2(fo(N+2)0 2fo(N)0+f0(N —2)o)
+ +2aN(fo(2N)0 2fo(N)0+foo) (3.15b)
It is possible to rewrite (3.14) in matri~ form
—f2=a,Hf
dt
where here
N
H= g yfH(j),
(3.16)
where yJ =aj/al and the symmetric purely numerical matrix H(j) is associated with range-j hopping. Furthermore,
since g) 1[H(j)])m=0 for all m and j=1,2, . . . , N, the sum over components of thesolution, f, to(3.16), is constant.
Equations for the H generalized eigenvectors e(A, ) =(eo,e„.. . ) with eigenvalue A, can be written down straightfor-
wardly and, looking for exponential solutions e" to the large n form of these, yields
2yN(e"+e- )+2yN-, (d '+e "+')+ . +2y, (E'+e-')+2(e+e-')
—(4yN+4yN —1+ ' ' '+4y2+4+~) =o (3 17)
Clearly, if e is a solution of (3.17), then so is e ', and con-
sequently we again look for solutions of the form e=e'~
wherein (3.17) becomes
«1 for all i &1 (i.e., 1NN hopping dominates). Since
F'(x)=4[1+0(N max;&ly;)], clearly here F(x) 1s
monotonic on [—1, + 1]. Thus since
N
F(cosg) =4 g yj[TJ(cosg) —1]=A, , (3.18) F( —1)= —8(l+y3+yg+ ), (3.19)
where TJ(cosg) =cos(jg) is the Tschebysheff polynomial
(of the first kind) of order j. The spectrum of H corre-
sponds to the (connected) range of F( ) on [—1, +1].
Furthermore, an analysis parallel to that of Sec. IIIA
above shows that the number of linearly independent
eigenvectors for any such A, is simply given by the corre-
sponding number of distinct solutions to (3.18) and thus
has a maximum of N. Since TJ(x) —1&0 for all j&0and
Tl(x) —1=0 only when x = 1, it is clear that the spec-
trum consists of some interval [—h, 0], where h &0, and
(3.18) always has a single solution for cosg when ~ &0 is
sufficiently small. In particular A, =O will again corre-
spond to the unique equal component stationary-state H
eigenvector.
Qf particular interest is the regime where y;=cx;/a1
and F(+1)=0, the spectrum of H consists of the interval
kE[ —8(1+y3+y5+. . . ),0] and, for each such. A,, there
exists a single generalized eigenvector. We note that one
has stability of the continuous spectrum here only if
o.'3=cK5=(x7= ' =0.
It is clear that as one increases the y;, i & 1, in some
smooth fashion, in general, a critical point will be reached
where there is a nonanalytic transition in the structure of
the dynamics (corresponding to the appearance of a por-
tion of the spectrum associated with &2 eigenvectors).
This behavior has been described in detail in Sec. IIIA
above. It is elucidating to consider the more general case
where only a1 and o. , for some m & 1, are nonzero. The
critical value y of y is clearly given by the minimum
valueof y forwhich
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F'(x)=y T (x)+1=0
has a solution for x on [—1, + 1], i.e.,
—1
min T (x)d
—1&x&1 X
(3.20)
(3.21)
The rhs is monotonic in cosP varying from
A, = —8/(1 —5 ) when cosP= —1 to A, =O when
cosg=+1. Consequently the spectrum of H is dilated
from the 5=0 case to A, H [—8/(1 —5 ), 0].
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
If m is even, the minimum in (3.21) always occurs at
x = —1 (i.e., cosp= —1 so p=ir) and using the differen-
tial equation satisfied by T to evaluate d/dxT ( —1),
one readily obtains
y~=m, for m even . (3.22)
For odd m, the minimum in (3.21) always occurs in the
interior of [—1,+1] and evaluation is less trivial, al-
though clearly such y' decrease monotonically as m in-
creases. Some examples of y' and corresponding values
of x =cosP where the minimum in (3.21) occurs are
y3 ——,
' (cosP=0), y5 ——,', [(cosP) = —', ],27, 5+F7
49(1+2V 7) 12
Another case of interest is where the rates for jumps of
odd numbers of sites are equal, up to the finite maximum
allowed range, and likewise for even jumps. Then (3.18)
can be simplified using the identities
We have mentioned in the Introduction that for ran-
dom hopping on a lattice of any dimension, the probabili-
ties for subconfigurations of n empty sites f" (in vector
form) satisfy a closed set of linear equations
d f "/dt =H" f ". Some general properties concerning the
existence and nature of solutions, demonstrated here expli-
citly for n =2 and 1D lattices, follow straightforwardly
from spectral theoretic and semigroup analysis applied to
the self-adjoint H". In later work, we consider these
operators for n & 3 on 1D and n & 2 on higher dimension-
al lattices.
We have indicated that we are interested in the random-
izing effect of hopping in the context of general transla-
tionally invariant adsorption-desorption-diffusion process-
es. Here if the hopping is random, the hierarchical form
of the master equations will include hopping terms
described above as well as those due to adsorption-
desorption. Thus analysis of the H" can be useful in this
broader context. For example, in the simple case of ran-
dom filling with rate r, together with random hopping
the hierarchy equations have the form
and
Tp+ T2+ ' ' ' + T2N = 2 (1+U2N) f "=(—nrl+H") f" .
dt
(4.1)
y;=5' ', i ) 1 where 0&5&1 . (3.25)
Using the standard generating function identity for
Tschebysheff polynomials, (3.18) can be written as
r
T].+T3+ . +T2x ( ——, U
where U~ (cosP) =sin[(m + 1)P]/sing is the Tschebysheff
polynomial, of the second kind, of order m. For the
case where y2; 1 —1, i &i (M, =0, i & M, and y2; ——0 for
all i (so even jumps are forbidden), (3.18) becomes
2U2M 1(cosp) —4M=A, .
From the properties of U2~ &, it is clear that here the
continuous spectrum of H extends from
1,= —8M(cosg= —1) to A, =O (cosg= 1). Furthermore
we see that only one eigenvector is associated with A, near
the ends of the spectrum, but the maximum number
2M —1 of linearly independent eigenvectors occurs
around the middle A, = —4M.
Finally we comment on the case where the hopping
range N ~ oo. Clearly one requires y; —+0 as i ~ oo suffi-
ciently quickly for the approach presented here to be ap-
propriate and, from (3.19), one such constraint is antici-
pated to be g,. iy2 +1( oo. One choice which is expect-
ed to be sufficiently well behaved is
Therefore this problem is solved once the structure of H"
is known.
One particularly interesting feature of this work is the
elucidation of nonanalytic transitions in .the structure of
the dynamics obtained by suitable variation of ratios of
rate parameters. This phenornenum is expected to occur
in hopping on higher dimensional lattices (to be studied in
a planned future paper).
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APPENDIX
It is natural to ask if one can extend the definition of
fp(n)0 to negative integers n so that these all satisfy the
generic large positive n equations and agree with the
physical f 's for n )0. For hopping between 1NN sites
only, we require that
dt fp(n)0 2rr(fp(n+1)0 2fp(n)0+f0(n —1)0) i
cosP —5 1
1 —25 cosg+ 5
(3.26) for all n, and d/drfp0=2a(fp(1)p —fpp). Clearly, then,
one must have that
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foo =fo(i)o —2foo+fo(-i)odt
—
=fo(i)o —foo
and so fp( ()p =fpp [as might be anticipated from the dis-
cussion following (2.5)]. It then follows that
and so fp( 2)p=fp(i)p and, from a natural extension of
this analysis, that fp( „)p=—fo(„,)p for n =1,2, 3, . . . .
An analogous treatment for range (-one and) -two hop-
ping yields more complex results. Specifically
—1fo( —i)o —=fo())o~ fo( —2)o =foo—+X (foo —fo(i)o)
(2a) fo( —i )o =foo fo( —i)o+fo( —2)p
—
=fo(i)o —foo i
compatible with (3.7). These types of extensions will play
a fundamental role in our future analyses of irreversible
cooperative processes on lattices.
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